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[1] Although averaging procedures to derive larger-scale conservation equations from
their microscopic counterparts have been examined and employed in a consistent manner
for a range of hydrologic problems, procedures for obtaining correspondingly averaged
thermodynamic relations at the larger scale have received less attention. We examine
issues related to the change of scale for intensive thermodynamic quantities, such as fluid
pressures and temperatures, compare formulations based upon the underlying
thermodynamic theory relied upon, and produce precise, consistent definitions for fluid
pressures and capillary pressures in multiphase porous medium systems. The averaged
thermodynamics approach demonstrated and advocated is applicable to a wide range of
hydrologic systems beyond the two-fluid porous medium case examined in detail in
this work.
Citation: Gray, W. G., and C. T. Miller (2007), Consistent thermodynamic formulations for multiscale hydrologic systems: Fluid
pressures, Water Resour. Res., 43, W09408, doi:10.1029/2006WR005811.
1. Introduction
[2] One aspect of the analysis of hydrologic systems that
has received little attention is the formulation of a thermo-
dynamic description of those systems at the scale of
simulation. In this introduction, we motivate the importance
of a consistent definition of pressure across scales as an
example of an intensive variable whose relation to measure-
ments and to its values at different scales needs clarification.
This discussion is framed in a general context of hydrologic
systems but is then particularized to an example based on
multiphase flow. Here we advocate consistent transfer of
thermodynamic information across scales as opposed to
proposing thermodynamic relations independently at each
scale considered.
[3] The study of fluid mechanics of natural systems is
complicated by the geometries of the systems of interest and
by the various scales over which processes occur. Because
of this fact, many early efforts to study subsurface flow or
estuarine processes were based on experimental observa-
tions. Earliest efforts to characterize flow through a porous
medium are almost universally attributed to Henry Darcy
[Darcy, 1856, 1983] who performed a series of single-fluid-
phase experiments in which water flow through a packed
column was studied. Observations of the head at the ends of
the column and the volumetric water flow rate led to the
correlation known as Darcy’s law for which the volumetric
flow rate is proportional to the cross-sectional area of the
column, the head difference between the two ends of the
column, and the inverse of the column length. Remarkably,
this correlation has been extended to a differential form and
become the foundational relation on which equations
describing multidimensional, multiphase flow in heteroge-
neous, anisotropic porous media are based. These forms are
most generally written in terms of pressure, yet discussions
of the relation between pressure that might be observed at a
point in a pore and the pressure that appears in the Darcian
equation are limited and restricted to the latter portion of the
150-year period in which this equation has been dominant
[Gray and Miller, 2004].
[4] The evolution of models of surface flow has followed
a rather different course from that for the subsurface. One
important advance occurred in 1871 when Saint-Venant
[Saint-Venant, 1871] published a derivation of the equations
describing unsteady flow in open channels making use of
the principles of conservation of mass and momentum. The
equations derived are based on the three-dimensional flow
equations integrated over the channel cross-section subject
to the approximation that the pressure profile is hydrostatic.
Thus the one-dimensional flow equations for channels have
their roots in analysis, in contrast to the one-dimensional
flow equations for porous media which are rooted in experi-
ments. Subsequent research with the Saint-Venant equations
has investigated ways to model subscale velocity oscilla-
tions and constitutive forms that account for frictional
effects at the water-channel interface. A similar set of
equations is the generically named shallow water equations
used to model vertically averaged two-dimensional flow in
lakes and estuaries where the vertical accelerations and
vertical variations in flow and concentration can be
neglected. The flow systems described by these equations
have been studied experimentally both in the field and in
large-scale experimental facilities such as the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Engineer Research and Development
Center and the Danish Hydraulic Institute. As computers
became more powerful, codes were developed to solve the
shallow water and Saint-Venant equations over large
regions and using fine grids [e.g., Leendertse, 1967; Abbott,
1979; Cunge et al., 1980] and the development continues
[e.g., Bilgili et al., 2006].
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[5] As efforts expand to combine surface and groundwa-
ter models [e.g., Singh, 1995] and provide systematic
averaging techniques for complex hydrologic systems, such
as watersheds [e.g., Reggiani et al., 1998], the need is
heightened to make sure that the transfer of information
between scales is done correctly. Additionally, simulation of
turbulent flows and of flow within the pores of a solid
medium is providing information that can be used to
parameterize flows modeled at a larger scale. However,
the transfer of information can occur only if large-scale
quantities are defined unambiguously in terms of smaller-
scale quantities. When the approaches of continuummechan-
ics are employed to obtain closure relations for equations,
the potential exists to derive equations that contain variables
that are not defined in terms of variables at a different
scale. Perhaps the main culprit for this shortcoming is the
thermodynamic postulates that are used to tie together the
entropy inequality suggested by the second law of thermo-
dynamics with the mass, momentum, and energy conserva-
tion principles that constrain this inequality [Gray andMiller,
2004].
[6] The most commonly employed continuum mechani-
cal approach to thermodynamics is rational thermodynamics
(RT) [Truesdell, 1969; Eringen, 1980]. In this approach,
internal energy is postulated to depend on variables in
addition to entropy, volume, and mass, which alone form
the standard set of independent variables in classical irre-
versible thermodynamics (CIT). Although RT has led to
some useful closure relations, particularly in the description
of solid dynamics, the method leads to definitions of
temperature and entropy that have no precise physical
interpretation or physical relation to quantities developed
in a classical equilibrium or CIT framework [Maugin,
1999]. This lack of correspondence is exacerbated when
one also makes use of a change in scale in expressing the
thermodynamics. For example, two systems having the
same uniform microscale temperature will not exchange
heat. However, a macroscale temperature, determined as
some average of the microscale temperature in a system,
does not provide information about the uniformity of
temperature at the microscale. Furthermore, two systems
with the same average macroscale temperature may ex-
change heat if the microscale temperatures differ between
the two systems at locations where they are in contact. The
need to sort out the differences between microscale and
macroscale temperatures become more important as the size
of the averaging region increases. Similar considerations
apply when defining macroscale pressure. There are at least
three alternative approaches to defining macroscale pressure
for use in describing fluid flow in porous media. The first
approach is to ignore any microscale definition of pressure
and create a new definition in terms of a derivative of the
macroscale internal energy. For example, microscale pres-








where E is the internal energy, V is the volume, S is the
entropy, M is the mass, and the subscripts outside of the
parentheses emphasize the independent variables that are
held constant.
[7] A corresponding approach for defining a macroscale
pressure would involve macroscale energy for the system
and the independent variables for this energy. This is the
approach commonly employed in conjunction with RT and
will be explored further subsequently. The important point
is that when the macroscale pressure is defined from
macroscale energy, its relation to microscale pressure is
unclear, especially for systems where the pressure is not
uniform within the macroscale region.
[8] A second approach for defining macroscale pressure
is to average the microscale pressure over the region of
interest. Therefore the macroscale pressure in phase a in a






where Wa is the portion of the domain occupied by the a
phase and Va is the volume occupied by the a phase.
Although this definition does, at least to some degree,
characterize the pressure within a phase, at least one
important issue arises. At the microscale, the capillary
pressure at equilibrium at an interface between two fluids, n
and w, is defined as
pc ¼ pn  pw ð3Þ
The capillary pressure is defined only at the wn interface.
Therefore an average of the capillary pressure would have












pn  pwð Þdr ð4Þ
where Awn is the interfacial area between the wetting and
nonwetting phases.
[9] It is common to express macroscale capillary pressure
in multiphase systems in relation to the macroscale pressure
of the phases, or
pwnc ¼ pn  pw ð5Þ
However, based on equation (4), a more appropriate, third
definition of macroscale pressure for use in defining
capillary pressure would be one that involves the microscale
pressure in the phases averaged over the interface between
the phases such that
pwnc ¼ pwnn  pwnw ð6Þ
Although we are able to make this definition in theory, the
problem of measuring or calculating the pressure of a phase
only over the interface is very difficult. In cases where the
averaging region is small relative to the system of interest,
the distinction between pressure averaged over a phase or
over an interface will be unimportant. However, when
averaging over large systems (that is, over an entire stream
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or aquifer as in the representative elementary watershed
(REW) approach of Reggiani et al. [1998]) the distinction
can be quite important.
[10] In summary, when changing the scale at which a
system is being analyzed, it is important to make use of
systematic procedures for changing the scale of all varia-
bles. In many cases, alternative definitions of macroscale
variables will present themselves. The selection of the
definition to be used should be based on consideration of
the physics being investigated, on the scale of the system,
and on ensuring that a relation between microscale and
macroscale properties is retained to facilitate data transfer
between scales.
[11] In this work, we will expand on these points by
providing the following items: (1) a review of microscale
thermodynamic postulates including the equilibrium con-
ditions that apply and the definition of capillary pressure;
(2) a review of the commonly employed RT approach as
applied directly at the macroscale, thereby causing a dis-
connect between microscale and macroscale variables; and
(3) an example of averaging microscale thermodynamic
equations to the macroscale, for convenience based on
CIT, that retains correspondence between intensive varia-
bles across scales. These items are presented in the context
of pressure in porous medium systems because of the
presence of interfaces between phases and previous failures
to describe the interfacial properties correctly at the macro-
scale. The approach employed provides a consistent multi-
scale approach for formulation of pressure, temperature, and
chemical potential, although our examples deal primarily
with pressure.
2. Microscale Thermodynamic Equilibrium
Conditions
[12] When a system is uniform and at equilibrium,
relations such as that in equation (1) can be developed to
define intensive variables. Following the usual thermody-
namic postulates [Callen, 1985; Bailyn, 1994], we begin
with the following expressions for a homogeneous a phase
in addition to equation (1)













where qa is the microscale temperature of the a phase, ma is
the microscale chemical potential of the a phase, and Ma is
the mass of a phase.
[13] At the microscale, we will make use of the local
equilibrium assumption [Kondepudi and Prigogine, 1998].
The essence of this assumption is that, rather than looking at
an entire system, one may look at a small subset of that
system and the energy relations will apply even if the
conditions are different in adjacent subsystems. For this
case, the extensive variables Ea; Sa; Va; and Mað Þ are
replaced by their densities. Then the total energy, entropy,
volume, and mass of the system are obtained by integrating
the respective densities over the entire domain. The densi-
ties may be expressed on a per unit mass basis or on a per
unit volume basis. The two approaches will lead to equi-
valent results. Looking ahead, we observe that it is probably
more convenient to work on a per unit region basis, which,
for example, leads to the amount of an interface between
two phases being normalized by the volume of interest. On
the other hand, if the interface is massless, discussion of the
area per unit mass requires a bit of agility. Nevertheless,
because there is a precedent for working with thermody-
namics per unit mass in both the porous media literature and
in the REW literature, we will adopt that approach here. We
stress that the results will be no different from those we
would obtain if working directly with the densities per unit
volume, but the manipulations are slightly more detailed.
[14] The thermodynamic relations from a CIT perspective
for a phase a are thus





















where ea is the internal energy of the a phase per unit mass
of the a phase, ra is the a phase mass density, and Va is the
entropy of a phase per unit mass of a phase.
[15] Although definitions (11) and (12) appear different
from those given in (1) and (8), the quantities defined are
identical. There is no definition of chemical potential in
terms of a partial of energy with respect to either of the
independent variables.
[16] The equation for the thermodynamics of an interface
must be modified from that appearing above to account for
interfacial tension and for the fact that the interface is
composed of material from the two adjacent phases. The
equations for an interface corresponding to equations (10),
(11), (12), and (13) are





























deab ¼ qabdVab 
gab
rab2
drab þ ma;ab  mb;ab
 
dwa;ab ð18Þ
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where the double subscripts specify the interface, gab is the
interfacial tension of the ab interface, wa,ab is the mass
fraction of a in the ab interface, and ma,ab is the chemical
potential of a in the ab interface. In the interface equations,
the mass density that appears is a mass per area. Also, because
the interface is composed of two materials, equation (17)
provides information about the difference in the chemical
potentials in the interface.
[17] For the common curve where the three phases come
together, the curvilinear tension will replace pressure in
equation (10) and the sum of chemical potentials will make
use of the fact that only two of the three mass fractions are
independent so that, for a wns system





þ ms;wns þ ww;wns mw;wns  ms;wns
 




























dewns ¼ qwnsdVwns þ
gwns
r2wns
drwns þ mw;wns  ms;wns
 
 dww;wns
þ mn;wns  ms;wns
 
dwn;wns ð24Þ
[18] Our task now is to examine variations around the
equilibrium state of the system and thereby determine the
conditions for equilibrium. The approach employed follows
the methods of Boruvka [1975]. In fact, details of the
derivation for a three-phase system have appeared else-
where [Gray, 2000; Gray and Schrefler, 2007] and therefore
will only be outlined here. Additionally, working with the
constitutive expressions for an elastic solid phase greatly
complicates the analysis but does not add insight to the
analysis that is the point of this paper. Therefore the
thermodynamic functional form assumed for the solid will
be the same as the preceding.
[19] The expression for the total energy of the system is
the sum of the internal energy plus the potential energy. This
can be calculated as the sum of the energy of the entities













where J is the index set of all entities. At equilibrium,
energy will be a minimum [Kondepudi and Prigogine,
1998]. Therefore the variation of total energy around this
equilibrium state will be zero. Since entropy is a maximum
at equilibrium, the variation of entropy will also be zero.
Additionally, we will examine a closed system with no
chemical reactions occurring such that the variation of the
amount of mass of each of the three constituents of the
system will be zero. Therefore






















where T and the coefficients Mi are constants, and J P = {w,
n, s} is the index set of all phases. We will not consider the
case of extremely large interfacial curvature that leads to a
dependence of capillary pressure on the square of the
curvature [Boruvka et al., 1985]. Then variations indicated
may be evaluated directly following published presentations
[Boruvka, 1975; Alexander and Johnson, 1985; Gray, 2000;
Gray and Schrefler, 2007]. The results of the variational
analysis that we wish to examine further after formulation
of the thermodynamics at the macroscale are as follows
qi ¼ T i 2 J ð27Þ
mi þ y ¼ mi;ia þ y ¼ mi;wns þ y ¼ Mi i;a 2 J P; a 6¼ i
ð28Þ
pa  pi þ giar0  ni  riag  ni ¼ 0 i;a 2 J P; a 6¼ i ð29Þ
gwn cosfþ gws  gns þ gwnskG  rwnsg  nws ¼ 0 ð30Þ
where ni is the outward unit normal vector at the surface of
phase i, r0  ni is the surface divergence of the unit normal
equal to the curvature of the interface, g is the gravitational
acceleration vector, f is the contact angle of the wn interface
with respect to the solid phase, and kG is the geodesic
curvature of the common curve.
[20] Equation (27) indicates that the temperature within a
multiphase system is constant at equilibrium. Equation (28)
provides the equilibrium condition that the sum of the
chemical and gravitational potentials for each of the three
materials is constant throughout the system regardless of the
entity in which the material appears.
[21] Equation (29) is a statement that at a surface where
two phases meet, the pressures of two phases will not be
equal if the product of the surface tension and curvature of
the interface is nonzero or due to gravitational forces acting
on an interface that contains mass. Although the surface
gravitational term is typically neglected, we prefer that the
theory produce the term so that it can be deleted explicitly,
if desired, rather than omit it through oversight. When the
two phases are the fluid phases with a = n and i = w,
equation (29) provides the definition of microscale capillary
pressure as
pc ¼ gwnr0  nw ¼ gwnJw ð31Þ
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where Jw is the curvature of the interface calculated from the
surface divergence of the unit normal to the surface that is
positive outward from the w phase at the wn interface. We
observe that although the sum of chemical and gravitational
potentials is constant at equilibrium, the pressure in a phase
generally may vary from point to point within a multiphase
system. The equilibrium capillary pressure at a point on the
interface is equal to the pressure difference between the two
phases at that point. However, the capillary pressure does
not depend on knowledge of the pressure in the phases for
its definition; that is, it is completely determined from the
interfacial tension and curvature of the surface and it is a
unique function of curvature.
[22] Equation (30) is Young’s equation with additional
terms that account for the effects of curvilinear tension and
geodesic curvature and for gravitational effects on a curve
that has mass. Recall that the quantities in this equation are
local, microscale values at a point on a common curve
where three phases come together. In the same way that it
seems reasonable that a macroscale expression for the
capillary pressure would involve integration over the capil-
lary interface, a macroscale version of Young’s equation
would involve integration over the common curve within an
averaging region. The values of the surface tensions away
from the curve do not impact the relation.
[23] In some sense, the preceding may be thought of as a
trap for those interested in macroscopic relations. The
thermodynamic relations and the forms obtained are com-
monly accepted. Thus, when moving to the macroscale, it is
tempting to expect that similar results will be obtained.
Indeed, the manipulations that move toward the macroscale
might be selected because they lead to attractive results. In
fact, a more objective process is preferable, one that may
provide equations similar in appearance to those above, but
which also is systematic in its own right and makes a clear
connection between microscale and macroscale quantities.
In the next section, we will review some thermodynamic
considerations before moving on to examine the macroscale
formulation of multiphase flow.
3. Rational Thermodynamics Approach
[24] The RT approach is the most commonly used method
for incorporating thermodynamic behavior into the analyses
of continuummechanics and inmixture theory [e.g.,Eringen,
1980; Truesdell, 1969; Bowen, 1982; Liu, 2002]. This
formulation was developed as a means for analyzing sys-
tems away from equilibrium. It aspires to be mathematically
rigorous and relies on stated assumed principles that lead to
mathematical expressions for the energy and needed cons-
titutive forms for dynamic analyses [Eringen, 1980]. These
assumed principles havemathematical appeal and thus, based
on an objective of developing a mathematically consistent
model, they are sometimes considered as essential to the
analysis. Nevertheless, they are only assumptions about
system behavior employed in the mathematical framework.
[25] Maugin [1999] has noted that these principles are
actually only working hypotheses; Vavruch [2002] claims
that the principles should more properly be referred to as
useful rules. Two of the most important principles, or rules,
employed are as follows: (1) equipresence, which requires
that, if an independent variable is assumed to be present in
one of the constitutive equations, it must be considered to be
present in all; and (2) memory, which states that current
effects are dictated by the past as well as the current values
of the independent variables. In light of these principles,
internal energy is postulated to depend on a larger set of
variables than is done from the perspective of CIT. Indeed,
if one is focused on the mathematical analysis, the addi-
tional variables on which energy may depend presents no
real problem. It is only in relating the mathematical forms to
physically measured quantities that difficulties can arise.
Thus quantities that are precisely defined, such as the
preceding thermodynamic relations, are assumed notions
in RT [Maugin, 1999]. In RT, absolute temperature and
entropy are considered to be primitive concepts that exist far
from equilibrium, but they have no precise physical inter-
pretation or physical relation to their CIT counterparts.
[26] The RT approach was developed to examine systems
away from equilibrium. Nevertheless, the relations devel-
oped must also apply at equilibrium. The approach has been
employed in analyzing porous medium systems at the mac-
roscale [e.g., Bennethum and Weinstein, 2004;Hassanizadeh
and Gray, 1993] and also in deriving equations for watershed
analysis [Reggiani et al., 1998]. One feature of these
analyses is that thermodynamic variables must be defined
as a representative elementary volume (REV) or as a REW,
even when there is microscopic variation of that variable.
Identification of appropriate variables becomes a greater
challenge with lack of homogeneity and increasing size of
the system. Therefore working with an REW requires that
the thermodynamics be handled very carefully. The local
equilibrium assumption may be applied only with caution
when the averaging region is large enough that the assump-
tion of a constant microscale value of a property of interest
within that region is violated.
[27] Here we will examine the thermodynamic relations
developed using the RT approach for a porous medium. The
issue of averaging temperature or pressure from the micro-
scale to the macroscale does not arise as these quantities are
defined within the macroscale thermodynamic framework;
however, the correspondence between microscale and mac-
roscale quantities is not obvious. For the purposes of this
study, we will not analyze the nonequilibrium situation. In
fact, by examining only variations around the equilibrium
state, we will gain insights into results obtained in the full
analyses of macroscale systems.
[28] In the context of the general RT approach, we can
hypothesize the macroscale thermodynamic relations for a
phase analogous to those in microscale equations (10)–
(13) as
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where superscripts are indicative of macroscale quantities.
The quantities ea, Va, and ra are obtained as averages of
their microscale counterparts. The vector z is a set of
additional macroscale variables on which the energy is
assumed to depend. For the moment, these variables will be
unspecified, but they will be identified subsequently for a
particular case. It seems reasonable that the closest
correspondence to the microscale case would be with no
additional dependence, i.e., z = 0. In equations (33) and
(34), the subscript z indicates that all the additional
variables are being held constant in evaluating the partial
derivative. In equation (35), the subscript zj indicates that all
members of z are being held constant except the one
involved in the differentiation. We note as well that the
definitions of macroscale temperature and pressure change
depending on the variables included in z. The importance of
this observation will be discussed. The transformation of the
interface thermodynamic equations, equations (14)–(18),
and the common curve thermodynamic equations, equations
(19)–(24), to their macroscale form follows directly from
the preceding discussion of the form for the phase
equations.
[29] At the macroscale, rather than being juxtaposed, the
various entities are modeled as occupying a fraction of a
volume, area within a volume, or common curve length
within a volume. Therefore each entity has an energy per
volume. The total energy is obtained by integrating the












The variation of the energy around equilibrium is con-
strained by the fact that the entropy is a maximum at
equilibrium and the mass of each material within the system
is constant. The expression obtained is

















[30] The evaluation of the variations is straightforward in
comparison to the microscale case because the integration
domain, W, is fixed. In the course of the evaluation, we
make use of the identity idri ¼ d irið Þ  ridi. The varia-
tions in entropy dVið Þ, mass per volume d irið Þð Þ, and in the
mass fractions (dww,wn, dww,ws, dwn,ns, dww,wns, and dwn,wns)
are considered to be independent variations and dy is
neglected for the system fixed in space. In the variational
analysis, the coefficients of the independent variations that
result in expanding equation (37) must be zero. This
provides the equilibrium conditions comparable to their
microscale counterparts
qi ¼ T i 2 J ð38Þ
mi þ y ¼ mi;ia þ y ¼ mi;wns þ y ¼ Mi i;a 2 J P;a 6¼ i
ð39Þ
After these conditions are applied, the residual variational



























where J I is the index set of all interfaces.
[31] The next step is to introduce the porosity, , and
saturation of the wetting phase, sw and note that dw = dsw +





swpw þ snpn  psð Þddrþ
Z
W






















[32] Consider this equation for the case where there are
no additional independent variables in the energy depen-
dence assumption (i.e., z = 0). For this case, the definitions
of temperature and pressure as given by equations (33) and
(34), respectively are consistent with their microscale coun-
terparts, equations (11) and (12). For the case where the
entities are distributed uniformly throughout the averaging
region, the microscale and macroscale definitions of tem-
perature will be essentially identical. Approaches taken in
using the RT method to develop macroscale porous medium
equations are equivalent to considering each of the remain-
ing variations in equation (41) to be independent. Thus
the multipliers of each of the variations would have to be
zero. The first term is typically considered favorably as it
provides
ps ¼ swpw þ snpn ð42Þ
[33] This means that the pressure acting on the solid is a
weighted sum of the pressures in the fluid phases, where the
weighting coefficients are the saturations. Such a weighted
average of fluid pressures has appeared as a reasonable
approximation in modeling multiphase flow [e.g., Lewis
and Schrefler, 1982; Hutter et al., 1999]. However, exami-
nation of the other terms is not as encouraging. If the
variations are independent, the multiplier of dsw must be
zero at equilibrium or
pn  pw ¼ 0 ð43Þ
Although we have seen that the phase pressures contributing
to capillary pressure are the pressures at the interface and
the pressures in this expression are macroscale quantities for
the phases, the common practice is to identify this
difference in pressures as the capillary pressure. Therefore
a result such as equation (43) is taken to indicate that the
capillary pressure is zero at equilibrium. We note that the
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multipliers of the remaining variations would also have to
be zero, and this would imply that each of the interfacial
tensions and the tension of the common curve are all zero.
Thus the result obtained is self-consistent in that when the
tensions are all zero, the capillary pressure should be zero.
However, the formulation is not capable of accounting for
capillary effects.
[34] The method employed for addressing this shortcom-
ing is to introduce additional functional dependence through
use of z. In particular, since the multiplier of d looks
reasonable, no additional dependence on  is employed.
However, the multipliers of the other variations are not
general enough to account for capillarity, so common
practice is to select z = (sw, wn, ws, ns, wns). With these








































An important observation about the use of this equation is
that the definition of pressure has changed from the case
without the additional variables because the change in
energy with respect to density is now calculated holding
the z variables constant. Explicitly, equation (34) for a phase
a is






Mathematically, this is a satisfactory expression; from the
physical perspective, this is problematic. The physical
meaning of this ‘‘pressure’’ is unclear. How it relates to
the microscopic pressure is also unclear, both because it is
defined at a larger scale and because of the extra variables
being held constant.
[35] The coefficient of dsw will be zero when









where wk;i is used to indicate that the composition mass
fractions are being held constant when i refers to an
interface or the common curve, which may be given as
i 2 J I [ J C , with for J C as the index set containing the
common curve qualifier wns. It is tempting to identify the
term on the right side of equation (49) as porosity multiplied
by capillary pressure, pc, so that at equilibrium pn  pw =
pc. However, whether this has physical merit is a different
question. We would have an equation that looks reasonable
because of the notation employed, but the physical meaning
of all the terms that appear is different from what one would
measure.
[36] We note that it is common to perform a Lagrange
transformation on the thermodynamic variables (for exam-
ple, as described in the work of Callen [1985]) so that
Helmholtz free energy per unit mass, ai, appears instead of
internal energy per unit mass, and temperature is held
constant during differentiation rather than entropy. With











This definition of capillary pressure, and some forms where
the energy of only some of the entities are allowed to
depend on saturation, have appeared in the literature
[Bowen, 1982; Allen, 1986; Gray and Hassanizadeh,
1991; Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993; Hassanizadeh et al.,
2002]. However, discussions of measurement of this
quantity so that the mathematical manipulations can be
interpreted in terms of physical quantities are lacking.
[37] Continuing the usual train of thought, we can break
up the sum into the parts over the phases, surfaces, and the
curve, make use of the fact that some quantities are being




























qwns ;rwns ;wn;ws;ns ;wns;wk;wns
ð48Þ






Also, express i for the phases in terms of saturation and





















where z indicates the full set of independent variables
except sw.
[38] The Helmholtz free energy per unit mass for phase
i containing a single chemical species is defined as
ai ¼ ei  Viqi ¼ pi=ri þ mi. This second equality can be
substituted into equation (50). For simplicity, also consider a
system where the porosity is constant so that the last three
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terms in equation (50) involving changes in porosity can be
neglected and the equation becomes





þðrwmw  rnmnÞ ð51Þ
Thus the definition of variables employed using the
commonly employed RT approach will provide pc = pn 
pw at equilibrium only if the last two terms on the right-hand
side of equation (51) sum to zero.
[39] We can perform a different analysis with equation (47)
by assuming that the dependence of free energy on saturation
is important only for the interface entities. Designate the free
energy of the interface per volume as Ai ¼ iriai. If
the interface being analyzed in designated as i and the


















The first term on the right side suggests the expression for
the interfacial tension because the change in free energy
with respect to interfacial area is the interfacial tension
when using a CIT approach. Therefore substitution back










[40] This form is the same as that found in the literature
[e.g.,Morrow, 1970; Deinert et al., 2005] with the important
exception of the absence of a minus sign. The cited analyses
were based on considering the physics of a porous medium
system rather than a purely mathematical approach. The
absence of a minus sign in the present analysis is certainly
significant and suggests that the procedure adopted for adding
in the z terms may not be physically justifiable such that the
variables being held constant during differentiation are not the
correct ones. Alternatively, it could mean that the addition of
these terms alters the fundamental definitions of the intensive
parameters such that this result is indeed appropriate. How-
ever, either conclusion would raise questions about how
experimental work could support the theory and how micro-
scale information could be used to help parameterize
macroscale systems. In general, the absence of specified
correspondence between microscale and macroscale quanti-
ties, the fact that the meaning of quantities identified with a
particular symbol change depending on the independent
variables, and the assumptions employed to examine varia-
tions make the RT method mathematically tractable but
physically of limited use for our purposes. Thus, another
method is needed to manage the system thermodynamics.
4. Averaged Classical Irreversible
Thermodynamics Approach
[41] The averaged classical irreversible thermodynamics
(ACIT) approach in not a different method for specifying
thermodynamic relations but is a procedure for transforming
a selected microscale thermodynamic approach to the mac-
roscale. The method is explained in detail in the work of
Gray [2002] and is at the heart of the thermodynamically
constrained averaging theory (TCAT) approach for deriving
consistent, closed models to describe transport phenomena
in multiphase porous medium systems [Gray and Miller,
2005, 2006;Miller and Gray, 2005]. The procedure has also
been applied to obtain relations for an elastic porous solid
[Gray and Schrefler, 2007]. One of the features of the
method is that it retains the distinction between averages
of phase properties over the phase and over the interface.
This makes the analysis more complex, but is important
when inhomogeneities of the property within the averaging
region are significant. For the illustrative study of porous
media to be presented here, properties within each REV will
be considered to be essentially homogenous. The impact of
this assumption will be alluded to. We note, however, that
this assumption is not essential to the results to be devel-
oped here, and the assumption should not be made in all
cases (for example, REW analyses).
[42] Because the details of the ACIT approach are avail-
able elsewhere [Gray, 2002], only the salient features will
be presented here. The procedure is based on averaging the
























where an overbar on a superscript is used to indicate the
quantity is a mass weighted average. As an example, make
use of equation (10) as the definition of microscale energy





riViqi  pi þ rimið Þdr ð58Þ
Integration of this expression cannot proceed directly
because of the presence of microscale quantities that
interfere with being able to obtain the averages as defined
in equations (55) and (56). Therefore we introduce as
yet undefined but nevertheless macroscale expressions
for temperature, pressure, and chemical potential so that
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The form of this equation suggests that we define the
macroscale variables such that each of the last three
integrals vanishes. Thus, macroscale temperature is an
average of the microscale temperature with riVi used as an
averaging weighting function; macroscale pressure is a
simple volume average; and chemical potential is a mass
weighted average. With these conditions imposed, evalua-
tion of the integrals in equation (59) yields the macroscale
energy per mass as




[43] We note that no functional dependence of ei has been
postulated; the preceding results are directly from the
definition of the macroscale quantities. The differential of
the energy per mass can be obtained following Gray [2002]
as



















rid mi  mi
 
dr ð61Þ
[44] For purposes of the present exposition, the sum of
the integral terms will be neglected. This is equivalent to
stating that the values of the intensive variables deviate
from their averages only to an insignificant degree at the
macroscale. This might be viewed as a macroscale state-
ment of local equilibrium. Such an assumption will not
always be appropriate and is not a requirement of the
averaged thermodynamic approach. Developments where
these terms are retained include recent TCAT work [Gray
and Miller, 2005, 2006; Miller and Gray, 2005] or recent
work on solid mechanics in a multiphase system [Gray and
Schrefler, 2007]. These integral deviation terms, which take
on more complicated forms for interface and common curve
thermodynamics to account for orientation effects, are not
essential to the main point here. With this approximation,
the energy differentials are obtained as
dei ¼ qidVi þ p
i
rið Þ2
dri i 2 J P ð62Þ
deab ¼ qabdVab  g
ab
rabð Þ2
drab þ ma;ab  mb;ab
 
dwa;ab
ab 2 J I
ð63Þ
dewns ¼ qwnsdVwns þ g
wns
rwnsð Þ2
drwns þ mw;wns  ms;wns
 
dww;wns
þ mn;wns  ms;wns
 
dwn;wns ð64Þ
[45] Additionally, the gravitational potential is formulated
to account for the fact that a non-uniform distribution of
entities within the averaging region can lead to different







The variational analysis of the averaged thermodynamic
equations follows the same procedure as previously detailed
and is analogous to equations (36) and (37). The derivation
of the equilibrium conditions provides
qi ¼ T i 2 J ð66Þ
mi þ yi ¼ mi;ia þ yia ¼ mi;wns þ ywns ¼ Mi i;a 2 J P; a 6¼ i
ð67Þ
The analysis here is being performed under the assumption
that the distribution of phases within the REV is uniform
and thus need not be considered in the analysis. A less
restricted analysis can be performed [Gray and Miller,
2006; Gray and Schrefler, 2007], but this will only obscure
the main points of this comparison with RT.
[46] After the equilibrium conditions on temperature and
pressure have been applied, the variational expression is
0 ¼ swpw þ snpn  psð Þdþ  pn  pwð Þdsw
þ gwndwn þ gwsdws þ gnsdns  gwnsdwns ð68Þ
[47] Certainly, this equation is virtually the same as
equation (41) with the following exceptions: (1) for conve-
nience, the integration over the entire region has not been
indicated (this is not a substantive change since the inte-
gration over the entire domain can also be excluded in
equation (41)); (2) no provision is made for inclusion of
additional variables, z, as this cannot be justified based on
integrating microscale relations; and (3) the definitions of
all parameters in this expression, and in the equilibrium
expression, are unambiguously defined in terms of averages
of microscale counterparts rather than as derived from
hypothesized macroscale thermodynamics. The importance
of this third point should not be minimized because it
implies that just because a quantity is designated as, for
example, ‘‘p,’’ the quantity may not actually be a pressure
alone. Using a clear definition of pressure will eliminate
some ambiguities that appear when the definition of a
variable is completely mathematical without consideration
of the physical definition of the quantity under consider-
ation [Bennethum and Weinstein, 2004].
[48] Denote the total surface of the solid phase as ss =
ws + ns, the fraction of the solid surface in contact with
the w phase as xs
ws, and the fraction in contact with the n
phase as xs
ns. Therefore ws = xs
wsss and ns = xs
nsss such
that equation (68) may be rearranged to
0 ¼ swpw þ snpn  psð Þdþ  pn  pwð Þdsw
þ gwndwn þ xwss gws þ xnss gns
 
dss
þ ss gws  gnsð Þdxwss  gwnsdwns ð69Þ
[49] This brings us to the second major point of departure
of ACIT from RT: we do not assume that all the listed
variations are independent. In fact, ACIT is built on first
developing microscale conditions for equilibrium. Then
these conditions are averaged to obtain equilibrium con-
ditions in terms of macroscale variables. A variation is
assumed to be independent only if it is multiplied by a
W09408 GRAY AND MILLER: MULTISCALE FLUID PRESSURES
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combination of terms that is known to be zero at equilibrium
based on the equilibrium analysis. The multipliers of
the variations in equation (69) are not zero based on the
equilibrium analysis; therefore, some rearrangement of the
equation is needed. The fact that the variations listed are not
all independent is somewhat obvious. When a sphere
expands such that it occupies a greater fraction of total
space available, its surface area also expands; and the
mathematical relationship between the change in area and
the change in volume is readily obtained as dA = JdV, where
J is the curvature. For phases distributed in the interior of a
porous medium, the geometry of the interfaces is complex
so that neither simple nor universal relations among changes
in volume fractions and area densities can be obtained.
[50] The equilibrium conditions are obtained as averages
of the conditions provided from the microscale equilibrium
relations, equations (29) and (30). We emphasize that the
equilibrium conditions on capillarity involve phase pres-
sures averaged over the interfaces between the phases. This
is consistent with the full macroscale ACIT theory. Thus the
averages of the microscale conditions are
piaa  piai þ giaJ iai  ria g  nið Þ




wn þ gwnsws  gwnsns þ gwnskwnsG  rwns g  nwsð Þ
wns¼ 0
ð71Þ
where the average curvature J iai is the average of r0  ni
over the ia interface with gia being the weighting function,
cosfwnswn is the averaged macroscale cos of the contact angle
between the wn interface, and the wns common curve
weighted by gwnswn ; k
wns
G is the macroscale geodesic
curvature of the common curve weighted by gwns. Typically,
the conditions for the capillary pressure are written
neglecting differences between the pressure averaged over
a phase and that averaged over an interface. Thus, for
example, the pressure of the w phase averaged over the wn
interface denoted pw
wn is replaced by pw. When the size of the
averaging region is small, this condition applies.
[51] To make use of the ACIT approach for determining
closure relations, it is necessary to rearrange equation (69)
so that each of the multipliers of a variational expression is
zero. This requires being able to express some of the
variations in terms of others. The search for the appropriate
forms is rather lengthy and approximate. Nevertheless,
suitable expressions can be developed [e.g., Gray, 2000;
Gray et al., 2002; Gray and Miller, 2006; Gray and
Schrefler, 2007]. It is worth noting, for example, that the
term involving the capillary pressure equilibrium expression
multiplying a variational term appears in the analysis as
[Gray and Schrefler, 2007]
0 ¼    þ pwnw  pwnn  gwnJwnw þ rwn g  nwð Þ
wn
h i




þ   
ð72Þ
The grouping in the second set of brackets is an independent
variation. Macroscale capillary pressure is represented as
pc ¼ gwnJwnw ð73Þ
This expression suggests that macroscale capillary pressure
is a unique function of the average curvature over the wn
interface. Note that if we had begun with a more complex
microscale thermodynamic formulation, such as those
reviewed elsewhere [Jou et al., 2001; Gray and Miller,
2005], a more complex dependence might be obtained.
Nevertheless, the fact that average curvature cannot be
expressed as a unique function of saturation (for example, a
sphere of fluid broken into two smaller spheres would
occupy the same volume but the average curvature would
increase) is consistent with the observation of hysteresis in
the relation between capillary pressure and fluid saturation.
[52] The expression for dET is obtained as the sum of the
integrated expressions for deiota given in equations (62),










eid irið Þ ð74Þ
The first term on the right is the differential of total energy







eid irið Þ ð75Þ































þ wrwmw;wns  srsms;wns
 
dww;wns
þ nrnmn;wns  srsms;wns
 
dwn;wns ð76Þ
[53] Make use of the fact that the Helmholtz free energy
per unit volume for the system is defined as




Combination of these last two equations and evaluation of
dAT for the case where all the temperatures are equal, the
composition of each entity is fixed, and the total mass in







gikdik  gwnsdwns ð78Þ
[54] If, additionally, AT and  are held constant, we obtain














[55] We observe that this expression for pn  pw, for
which no additional functional dependences were added to
the macroscale thermodynamic energy, is consistent with
that in the literature [Morrow, 1970; Deinert et al., 2005]
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and does not contain the sign discrepancy obtained using
the RT approach as in equation (53). Besides accounting for
capillary effects due to interfacial tension, the impact of
lineal tension is also included. Additionally, all quantities
that appear in this equation are well-defined averages of
microscale quantities. Therefore the results lend themselves
to support from microscale data measurements.
5. Conclusion
[56] The purpose of this paper has been to argue in favor
of consistency between thermodynamic results developed at
the microscale and those at the macroscale. Two difficulties
exist with the RT approach as it has been applied to porous
media. First, the lack of connection between microscale
intensive variables and macroscale intensive variables pre-
cludes the use of microscale data to support macroscale
descriptions. This shortcoming in obtaining consistency of
the RT approach exists even when RT and CIT are applied at
the same scale and one tries to draw connections. Secondly,
as RT has been applied in multiphase porous medium
systems, the identification of independent variables and
the variation of those variables has led to the introduction
of extra variables on which the energy must depend.
Although the calculations that result may be mathematically
consistent, the opportunity to match data and physical
understanding across scales evaporates.
[57] Averaging of a microscale thermodynamic formula-
tion across scales assures that consistency exists across
those scales, as was demonstrated here making use of a
CIT approach that is averaged. With ACIT, by averaging
from the microscale, the need to impose a local equilibrium
assumption at the macroscale is circumvented. The identifi-
cation of independent variables at the macroscale eliminates
the need to introduce additional functional dependences.
Although this idea can be employed in an RT framework
as well, the problem of consistent definition of variables
would remain. The application of ACIT to the analysis of
porous medium flow ensures that macroscale variables such
as pressure, temperature, and chemical potential are defined
to have a sense and a magnitude consistent with their
microscale counterparts. Furthermore, although not pre-
sented here, the use of averaged thermodynamics when
analyzing systems for which averaging is performed over
the entire region or over regions inwhich significant variation
of properties occurs clearly identifies the differences between
averages taken over different portions of the domain. For
example, microscale pressure will sometimes be converted to
a macroscale value over the entire region (important for
description of the region) and sometimes to a macroscale
value over a surface of the region (for example over the




AT total Helmholtz free energy of the system
per volume.
Awn area of the wn interface.
Ai macroscale Helmholtz free energy of
entity i per volume.
ai macroscale Helmholtz free energy of
entity i per unit mass.
E internal energy of an i phase.
ET total energy obtained by integrating from
microscale.
ET total energy obtained by integrating from
macroscale.
ei microscale internal energy per unit mass
for i phase.
ei macroscale internal energy per unit mass
for i phase.
eab microscale internal energy per unit mass
for ab interface.
eab macroscale internal energy per unit mass
for ab interface.
ewns microscale internal energy per unit mass
for wns common line.
ewns macroscale internal energy per unit mass
for wns common line.
ei macroscale internal energy per unit mass
for i obtained as a mass weighted
average.
g gravitational acceleration vector.
g magnitude of gravitational acceleration.
J index set of entities, {w, n, s, wn, ws, ns,
wns}.
J C index set for the common line entity,
{wns}.
J I index set of interface entities, {wn, ws,
ns}.
J P index set of phase entities, {w, n, s}.
Jw curvature of the wn interface, r0nw.
J iai macroscale averaged curvature of the ia
interface computed with gia as the
weighting function.
Mi microscale constant multiplier.
Mi macroscale constant multiplier.
Mi mass of i phase.
ni outward normal vector from entity i.
pc microscale capillary pressure.
pc macroscale capillary pressure.
pc
wn capillary pressure averaged over the wn
interface.
pf macroscale total fluid pressure.
pn microscale pressure of a nonwetting
phase.
pn
wn pn averaged over the wn interface.
pn macroscale pressure of a nonwetting
phase.
ps macroscale pressure of the solid phase.
pw microscale pressure of a wetting phase.
pw
wn pw averaged over the wn interface.
pw macroscale pressure of a wetting phase.
pi microscale fluid pressure of an i phase.
pi macroscale fluid pressure of an i phase.
Si entropy of an i phase.
sw saturation of the w phase.
sn saturation of the n phase.
T constant multiplier.
Vi microscale volume of an i phase.
V i macroscale volume of an i phase.
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z vector of additional independent vari-
ables selected in RT approach.
zj a vector of additional independent varia-
bles selected in RT approach, which are
held constant.
Greek Letters
gab microscale ab interfacial tension.
gab macroscale ab interfacial tension.
gi macroscale i interfacial tension.
gwns microscale wns curvilineal tension.
gwns macroscale wns curvilineal tension.
porosity.
i specific measure of the i entity (i.e.,
extent per unit volume).
qi microscale temperature of i phase.
qi macroscale temperature of i phase used
in RT.
qi macroscale temperature obtained as
weighted average of microscale
temperature.
qab microscale temperature of ab interface.
qwns microscale temperature of wns common
curve.
i index that takes on values of the index
set of entities.
kG geodesic curvature of the common curve.
kwnsG macroscale geodesic curvature of the
common curve weighted by gwns.
mi microscale chemical potential of i phase.
mi macroscale chemical potential of i phase.
miota mass averaged macroscale chemical po-
tential of the i phase.
mab microscale chemical potential of ab
interface.
mi;ab microscale chemical potential of i in the
ab interface.
mi;wns microscale chemical potential of i in the
wns common curve.
mk;i mass averaged macroscale chemical po-
tential of phase k in entity i.
ri microscale mass density of i phase.
ri macroscale mass density of i phase.
rab microscale mass density of ab interface.
rwns microscale mass density of wns common
curve.
Vi microscale entropy of i phase per unit
mass.
Vi macroscale entropy of i phase per unit
mass.
Vi mass averaged entropy of i entity per
unit mass.
Vab microscale entropy of ab interface per
unit mass.
Vwns microscale entropy of wns common
curve per unit mass.
cosq cosine of the contact angle.
y gravitational potential.
yi mass averaged gravitational potential of
the i entity.
W spatial domain occupied by the system.
Wi spatial domain occupied by i phase.
Wwn surficial domain occupied by wn inter-
face.
wi;ab microscale mass fraction of material
from phase i in the ab interface.
ww,wns microscale mass fraction of material
from phase w in the wns common curve.
wi;k macroscale mass fraction of material
from phase i in entity k.
wi;k macroscale mass averaged mass fraction
of material from phase i in entity k.
Subscripts and
superscripts
n nonwetting phase qualifier (subscript and
superscript).
ns nonwetting/solid-phase interface quali-
fier (subscript and superscript).
s solid-phase qualifier (subscript and
superscript).
T total qualifier.
w water phase qualifier (subscript and
superscript).
wn wetting/nonwetting phase interface qua-
lifier (subscript and superscript).
wns common curve qualifier (subscript and
superscript).
ws wetting/solid phase interface qualifier
(subscript and superscript).
i entity qualifier (subscript and superscript).
k entity qualifier (subscript and superscript).
n surface entity qualifier (superscript).




i as superscript indicates macroscale aver-
age was obtained as weighted average
with ri used as weighting function.
i as superscript indicates macroscale aver-
age was obtained using some weighting
or definition unique to the i entity
quantity being averaged.
Abbreviations
ACIT average classical irreversible thermo-
dynamics.
CIT classical irreversible thermodynamics.
REV representative elementary volume.
REW representative elementary watershed.
RT rational thermodynamics.
TCAT thermodynamically constrained aver-
aging theory.
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